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Across

2. Our Arabella dresses are fully.....

6. Number of stores Trotters has

9. A unisex black brogue

10. misters totter and bring you news 

and photos

13. In which country are our rainmacs 

now made?

15. in thousands, approximately how 

many haircuts do we do a year?

17. I'm shiny with a bow and little girls 

just can't let me go.

18. CCC tights special feature .......... 

ankles

19. The palace the Duchess of 

Cambridge lives in

22. If you can train her, this bit of 

astronomy should be an easy fit

24. It's a Liberty print and an Early 

Days' shoe

25. Average age in months a child 

begins to walk

26. This popular trainer comes in black 

or white.

27. Number of times you will be 

thanked if you sell a customer a pair of 

mismatched shoes.

28. Pair check and name on .....

Down

1. Famous London tudor revival store 

with links to Trotters

3. Please look after this very special 

bear

4. Our Baby's book was first published 

in the US in which decade?

5. 'Silly ore' we all want more (anag.)

7. Button you press on the online 

booking system if a customer doesn't 

come in for their appointment

8. The day of the week Guildford gets 

a delivery

11. Used to make bubbles in many 

shampoos, which sulphuric acid salts are 

not used in Original Sprout products?

12. Suck it, hug it, or be sick on it!

14. Braided trimming in a zigzag 

pattern usde to decorate clothing

16. Our Hampton Classic t-bar girls 

shoe.

20. Best selling bow colour in 

September

21. Each peach pear plum, I spy 

Tom........

23. Largest denomination of gift 

voucher


